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Comet Neowise – Comet Neowise did arrive in 2020. Has an orbital rate of 

6766 years. 

Total Values – Could be indicative that Donald John Trump is a man of 

morals and values. It could also mean that Trump is committed to bringing 

back into total focus American Values that have been replaced by Leftist 

values. Also, it could mean that he greatly values the task that he has been 

given to make America great again. 

This is war – Donald Trump knows that we are at war with many things, 

including radical Islam. He led the effort to wipe ISIS out of Syria. He has 

also declared war on an unseen enemy. He could be referring to the COVID-

19 pandemic but there are those like me that think that he is referring to the 

Deep State which he has been fighting for the past almost four years. 

Tree of Knowledge – The Bible talks about Adam and Eve eating from the 

Tree of The Knowledge of Good and Evil, thus mankind became aware of sin 

and has suffered from the effects of such. Trump has had a conversion to 



Christianity (Biblical, not mainstream) and has become aware of the Deep 

State and the Swamp and how to destroy it. 

The Return of Christ As The Lion – The Church has long awaited the 

return of Jesus Christ. Unfortunately, they await the return of the Lamb of 

God, not the Lion of Judah. I do believe that Trump exists to educate the 

Church that the second coming is going to be precipitated by a brutal time 

and that Yeshua’s return will be as a vanquishing King, not a meek 

shepherd. 

You are the Illuminati – This is an indictment against the Deep State and 

a declaration that Trump knows who they are and what he has to do to 

eradicate them. 

Heaven’s Lord On Earth – Like Nebuchadnezzar and King Cyrus, Trump is 

on the scene to be a regal representative of YHVH on Earth to accomplish 

wonderful accomplishments. 

Your mind seeing clues – This could have to do with his supposed time 

travel scenarios. It could also be that YHVH is revealing things to Trump’s 

mind of things to come and how to handle them. Also, this could be a 

reference to the Qanon group that has been disseminating information to the 

general public in the form of cryptic clues. 

Westbrook – Westbrook probably refers to Russell Westbrook, an NBA 

player who took exception to Donald Trump's claims that he made a day 



titled Juneteenth popular by holding a political rally that day. Trump claims, 

and rightly so, that he brought Juneteenth into light with all of the 

controversies that the black community exhibited, insisting that Trump 

planned to disrupt the celebratory day. Personally, being 61 years old, this 

year is the first year that I had ever heard of Juneteenth, which according to 

the research I have done, is a day to celebrate the Emancipation 

Proclamation which freed the slaves after the Civil War in the 19th Century. I 

have talked to many people of all races and I haven’t run into anyone that 

knew about Juneteenth until the controversy came up this year. Is this the 

Mandela Effect coming into play again? 

Stefan Molyneux – Is a Canadian-born Whites rights advocate. He has 

questioned why white people seem to be the pariahs of this current society 

and questions why there has to be a paradigm shift in society where ALL 

whites are being persecuted for the actions of a few. I did not find any 

documentation where Donald Trump has promoted Molyneux, but on the flip 

side, Molyneux has written about admiration of Trump and some of his 

values. All of the sources that I found that faulted Stefan Molyneux are Main 

Street Media sources and the Southern Poverty Law Center, which has 

shifted toward the left over the past forty or fifty years. I have looked at 

conservative publications that usually will rake neo-Nazi’s and other hate 

groups over the coals and have found nothing negative, or much mention at 

all about Stefan Molyneux, showing me that the Leftists are using this man 



to fault Donald Trump in a proxy. Oh, and my being Jewish by heritage 

always causes me to call out neo-Nazi’s and other haters, so my being a 

conservative Jewish person has not swayed me toward Molyneux in any way. 

This study is the first time I have ever heard of the man. 

All Gods Power – This is a very simple word numeric association. If YHVH 

has placed Donald John Trump into the Presidential Office (which I do 

believe), He will give Trump all of the power and tools necessary to 

accomplish YHVH’s will in our land. 

Let Heaven Roar and Fire Fall – This is a song performed by the David 

Crowder Band. The lyrics, which I will place below suggest a revival in a 

person, in a people, and a nation. I firmly believe that it is a song of revival 

which happened to Donald John Trump and which will come to this nation as 

the Leftists continue to show just how wicked evil hearts are, which is 

something that they are doing almost daily. Put simply, when I saw Revival 

starting in Portland, Oregon (currently) it is a sign that Trump is being used 

in the way that YHVH has intended. Now, the Lyrics: 

Let love explode and bring the dead to life 

A love so bold 

To seek a revolution somehow 

Let love explode and bring the dead to life 



A love so bold 

To bring a revolution somehow 

Now I'm lost in Your freedom 

In this world, I'll overcome 

My God's not dead 

He's surely alive 

He's living on the inside 

Roaring like a lion 

God's not dead 

He's surely alive 

He's living on the inside 

Roaring like a lion 

Roaring, He's roaring, He's roaring like a lion 

Let hope arise and make the darkness hide 

My faith is dead I need resurrection somehow 

Now I'm lost in Your freedom 

In this world, I'll overcome 

My God's not dead 



He's surely alive 

He's living on the inside 

Roaring like a lion 

God's not dead 

He's surely alive 

He's living on the inside 

Roaring like a lion 

Roaring, He's roaring, He's roaring like a lion 

He's roaring, He's roaring 

Let heaven roar and fire fall 

Come shake the ground 

With the sound of revival 

Let heaven roar and fire fall 

Come shake the ground 

With the sound of revival 

Let heaven roar (Let heaven roar) and fire fall 

Come shake the ground 

With the sound of revival 



He's living on the inside 

Roaring like a lion 

God's not dead 

He's surely alive 

He's living on the inside 

Roaring like a lion 

God's not dead 

He's surely alive 

He's living on the inside 

Roaring like a lion 

God's not dead 

He's surely alive 

He's living on the inside 

Roaring like a lion 

He's roaring, He's roaring, He's roaring like a lion 

He's roaring, He's roaring, He's roaring like a lion (Roaring like a lion) 

Source: LyricFind 

Songwriters: Daniel Bashta 



 

Divine Matrix – This is the name of a book written by author Gregg Braden. 

While this book and his series of similar books seem to have New Age 

overtones, there was one description of his book on the Amazon website 

that sort of piqued my interest: 

Between 1993 and 2000, a series of groundbreaking experiments 

revealed dramatic evidence of a web of energy that connects 

everything in our lives and our world—the Divine Matrix. 

Donald John Trump has the writings and works of Nikola Tesla, which were 

given to his uncle, John Trump by the government upon Tesla’s death so 

that his uncle could vet the information to see if it had any value. Trump 

persuaded the government that the writings were gibberish but kept them, 

later handing them over to his favorite nephew, Donald Trump. President 

Trump has mentioned that he is aware of energy and power sources that will 

make oil obsolete and will revolutionize transportation and power production. 

The writer of The Divine Matrix might have tapped into some of the same 

source material, so there is an interconnection between Donald Trump and 

this author’s book. 

Kill The Witches – I truly believe that this is a reference to the destruction 

of the Deep State, the draining of the Swamp that Donald Trump talks 

about. It is no secret that the Deep State is steeped in the Occult and it is 



common knowledge that people like Bill and Hillary Clinton are high-level 

Wiccans. The connection is that the Deep State is also a group of traitors, 

seditious people intent on destroying the United States, the penalty for both 

treason and sedition is the death penalty. Kill The Witches, is probably a 

metaphor that is referring to the draining of the Deep State Swamp and the 

penalty that the offenders will suffer after being tried at Military Tribunals. A 

good source of information in this regard is written by Thomas R. Horn, 

Titled; Shadowland. A brief description on Amazon for the book yields this: 

Shadowland soberly and frighteningly exposes occult influences hidden 

especially within Washington s Deep State and modern culture. From 

Jeffrey Epstein to the Clintons from Obama and Biden to the Occult 

Elite Dr. Thomas Horn uncovers terrifying realities behind today s 

polarizing culture war and the energies operating behind the contest 

for dominance over values, beliefs, and religious practices. 

Arabkir Joint Medical Center – Okay, now this is conjecture on my part, 

but please hear me out. We know that back in March and April, in New York 

and Los Angeles, two of the US. Navy’s medical ships docked to help with 

the COVID-19 workload. As far as we know, neither ship received COVID-19 

patients. At the same time, there were rumors of underground wars going 

on around America where pedophiles were being killed and children rescued. 

Rumors were that Franklin Graham’s tent hospital city, Samaritan’s Purse 

were set up in Central Park, New York to attend to the rescued child victims, 



after which these children were loaded onto the hospital ships, as they were 

in the Los Angeles area.  

With this in mind, we have not heard of any of these children arriving at any 

children’s hospitals in the United States, or even North America. Now, 

research Arabkir Joint Medical Center, a large Children’s hospital facility in 

the nation of Armenia. When you research their site, you will see that they 

are involved in just about every disease, deformity, and abnormality that 

can manifest in children.  

 



 

 

 



Above is a screenshot of the services provided by the children’s hospital in 

Armenia. Other children might have been repatriated to their countries of 

origin where anonymity can be assured. 

Could it be that Donald Trump worked something out with the Armenian 

Government to care for the children that have been and are still being 

rescued from pedophile networks, many born as pedophilia slaves who might 

number two or three generations of children and/or young adults that have 

never known a normal kind of life? Think about it for a while, it starts to 

make sense. 

The Pillar of Villianism – A pillar is something that holds up a structure, 

whether it be a physical or a societal structure. Villainism: An adverb most 

often used in a sentence to describe a crime or thing that is generally not 

accepted by a society committed by a person or group of people that are 

villains. A villain is a deliberate scoundrel or criminal. Therefore, I do believe 

that this phrase of numerical likeness is describing the arch-enemy of Trump 

and Americanism, George Soros. The phrase is giving the name of the 

person that is funding all of the problems that Trump has to face and all of 

the hurdles that he has to stride over to get anything accomplished. 

Furthermore, Soros has said that he is the enemy of Trump and has vowed 

to unseat him. 



All Can Be Explained Through The Smoke – This is a term that shows us 

that if we take our attention off of the smoke that the leftists are providing 

to obscure our vision of reality we will see what they are up to and will see 

that Trump is draining the swamp as promised, although it is an involved 

process that cannot occur quickly. Simply put, if the MSM is trying to focus 

your attention straight ahead, look to the left, the right, and behind. 

Also, smoke colors can often identify the nature of fire. Here in Oregon, if 

the smoke is white or gray it is usually a vegetation fire. If it is black or 

brown, it is usually a structure or an oil fire. Just like you can tell a tree by 

the fruit it bears, you can discern a crisis by the color of the smoke, 

metaphorically speaking. 

Bomb Threats VOIP – Simply put, there have been people that have been 

jailed for using different programs to call in bomb threats to the Whitehouse 

while trying to disguise their identity. 

The Soul Destroyer – At first this numerical equal had me a bit concerned. 

We think of the word soul as designating a person’s life, and that is one of 

the meanings, however, if one searches Webster’s 1828 dictionary it is 

possible to see how words have become bastardized over the last almost two 

hundred years. Soul, in 1828 has 15 different meanings. That in mind, the 

word soul in this phrase could, aside from human life, stand for; the 

understanding of something, a vital principle, the animation of a people or 



unit, internal power, an active power, the spirit of a principle or an idea, and 

other things.  

Taking this into account, the term “The Soul Destroyer,” in the original intent 

of the word soul could mean that Trump will destroy certain ideals of evil, 

the spirit of evil thought, the power behind an evil intent, the animation or 

perpetuity of the Deep State, the destruction of the active power of The 

Deep State. It can mean one or any number of such elements as well as the 

lives of the traitors that are involved in The Deep State. 

I love honey – One of the names that Donald Trump has had thrust upon 

his is Honey Badger. He is referred to by this name because Honey Badgers 

are fearless, taking hundreds of stings to eat honey from beehives and 

walking away like nothing detrimental has occurred. It speaks of his ferocity 

and ability to take hit after hit without much effect. 

How long oh lord – A question asked by many a godly man. In a 

metaphoric sense, it is probably a question that is being asked by Trump's 

adversaries, although they address a different lord, namely Beelzebub, the 

Lord of The Flies. This is, I imagine, especially true of Obama who was many 

times photographed with a fly on his face. Makes you wonder, huh? 

Give attendance Kingdom of God – This sounds like a plea for help. It 

also sounds like an evocation for the Kingdom of God to enter its presence 



into our current society. It reminds me of King David’s prayer to YHVH for 

YHVH to give an ear to his word and to consider his meditation.  

Adam Fell From Wealth – After doing some exhaustive research using all 

sorts of variations of the numeric equivalent I could find nothing bringing 

Donald Trump clarity with this statement. I did however pray about it and 

feel I was shown a valuable insight. When we look at the first family, 

meaning Adam and Chava, we see that they were blessed beyond 

comprehension. Their reality was probably much more glorious than any of 

us can imagine. They were constantly given food, and if conditions were 

right, they didn’t need clothing and shelter because they lived in perfect 

harmony with their environment and with YHVH. In a sense, they were 

spoiled. They experienced in a sense, wealth beyond compare, wanting for 

nothing. They did however listen to Lucifer who told them that they could 

have more, and they fell for the lie and fell from that wealth. Donald John 

Trump on the other hand built an empire from very little and was the 

antithesis of Adam and Chava. He has been known to show charity to many 

people, doing things like paying off mortgages of people who helped his 

driver to change a flat tire on his limousine, being one example. He knows 

what a meager living is. He donates his paycheck each quarter to a 

charitable cause, expecting nothing in return. And, one of the major reasons 

why so many in government despise him is because he came in wealthy, 



doesn’t mind giving away his wealth, and he cannot be bought, unlike the 

vermin in Washington and state governments.  

Vindemiatrix – This is a star located in the constellation Virgo. Virgo is the 

constellation that is associated with the Virgin, meaning the virgin that 

would bring forth Moshiach (Messiah). The star is defined as:  

Epsilon Virginis (ε Virginis, abbreviated Epsilon Vir, ε Vir), formally 

named Vindemiatrix /vɪndiːmiˈeɪtrɪks/,[11][12] is a star in the zodiac 

constellation of Virgo. The apparent visual magnitude of this star is 

+2.8,[2] making it the third brightest member of Virgo. Based upon 

parallax measurements made during the Hipparcos mission, 

Vindemiatrix lies at a distance of about 109.6 light-years (33.6 

parsecs) from the Sun, give or take a half light-year. 

Given the fact that Vindemiatrix is the third brightest star in a symbol 

associated with the Kingdom of Heaven, and the King of Kings that became 

incarnated has some interesting points. Some would like to say that George 

Washington was part of the Illuminati or a Mason or that he was at best a 

Deist. I don’t like to make snap judgments on the words of others without 

having the chance to find out from someone what they represent or believe, 

so for the sake of argument, I have to hope that Washington had some sort 

of relationship with YHVH, even if it was only one that would get him into 

heaven by the skin of his teeth. Washington would be the brightest star 



because he was the first leader of the Union of States and thus the founding 

father. The next brightest star would be Abraham Lincoln, who it is said was 

a believer in YHVH Yeshua and a devout one at that. He preserved the Union 

through a horrible Civil War. In our new Civil War, there is Donald Trump, 

who is fighting the Deep State and the Illuminati for the preservation of our 

Constitutional Republic, thus the third brightest star in a nation that was 

founded on the principles of YHVH. God willing, may he succeed like his two 

predecessors.  

OPEC Did September Eleven – It is too bad that punctuation cannot be 

used when calculating Gematria. If it could be used there might be a 

question mark after the numeric equivalent. I say this because there are 

many, including myself, that believe that 9/11/2001 was an inside job. Yes, 

it was a group of Muslim men that crashed into the Twin Towers, but 

whether they used passenger planes, military planes or whatever kind of 

planes is debatable. Some argue quite convincingly that the planes were in 

reality holograms and that explosives brought down the towers, which too 

could have been done by extremists from the OPEC countries. It has been 

accepted that the Bush family was involved and that George H.W. Bush was 

directly involved so that the country would become a police state and submit 

to the Illuminati plan to take over the world through subservience. Maybe 

this is why there is growing evidence that, aside from being implicated in the 

JFK assassination, George H.W. Bush was put to death by lethal injection 



two years ago and that the Bush’s, in general, have been placed 

(supposedly) on a list of unsealed indictments awaiting arrest and trial. In 

any case, it cannot be denied that big oil was involved and that major 

players from the Arab countries were not touched or punished. It also could 

explain how Islam was given the chance to advance so quickly in American 

society and less than ten years after 9-11 occurred people stupidly elected 

an openly Islamic president. Will Americans ever learn? 

Galvanized – The definition of galvanized, where people are concerned, is 

when they are shocked or forced into action because of the action of 

another. The word applies to the entire presidency of President Trump. 

There are underlying causes for the galvanizing of course. Trump has 

promised the American People that he would drain the swamp of corrupt 

politicians which has galvanized those corrupt politicians to attempt every 

trick in the book to charge Trump legally with false charges that have never 

worked in bringing him down or throwing him out of office.  

Host Body of The Dragon Satan – Again, I was a little concerned that this 

title might be referring to the person of Donald Trump. Some prayer and 

common sense brought me out of that vein of thought. First, let us look at 

the term “host body.” The term implies that there is a parasitical host that is 

looking for a body to feed off of. The keyword is Body. A body can be an 

individual or it can be a body of people united in a purpose or goal. Just like 

the term Host Body could mean one person, it can stand for the body of 



legislators that are united against Trump and/or against the people that they 

are supposed to represent. You have to look at who is accomplishing the will 

of Satan. The Bible says that Satan comes to steal, kill and destroy. The 

Deep State is the epitome of what the Bible classifies as the mission of 

Satan. The Deep State has been stealing from the American government and 

people for decades if not for the whole history of the nation. Those who 

oppose the Deep State often are found dead from odd accidents and/or 

suicide, even though they are now in the habit of stating that they are not 

suicidal. Finally, the Deep State does not deny anymore that they are intent 

on destroying the traditional foundation of government that nation has been 

built upon and has withstood so many other attempts at its destruction. 

Above we saw that it appears to be Trump’s Destiny to kill the witches. The 

witches, or shall we say the occultists/Satanists/luciferins are the witches 

that infest our nation. Trump is the Dragon Slayer, not the Dragon’s Host. 

Bitpay System – Also known as crypto-coinage, this form of payment and 

exchange has taken off considerably during Trump’s presidency. It is an 

alternative payment method that is growing every day as more people see 

the uncertainty of fiat currency printed by private banks that run nation-

states.  

In July 2019, President Trump criticized Bitcoin and crypto assets. He 

said their value is highly volatile and are not considered as money. 



 

President Trump wrote: “I am not a fan of Bitcoin and other 

Cryptocurrencies, which are not money, and whose value is highly 

volatile and based on thin air. Unregulated Crypto Assets can facilitate 

unlawful behavior, including drug trade and other illegal activity.” 

[Source: 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/youngjoseph/2020/06/10/donald-

trump-said-bitcoin-is-based-on-thin-air-but-wall-street-is-buying-en-

masse/#248a4ab64d27] 

It has been pretty well established that Donald Trump has been successful in 

his plans to merge the Federal Reserve with the United States Treasury, 

meaning that he is the Federal Reserve Chairman, even if it looks like the 

Federal Reserve is still its own entity. It has also been established that 

Trump will someday soon place the United States back on a Gold-Backed 

Dollar and eliminate the Federal Reserve. Having done this, he could forgive 

all debt owed to the Federal Reserve and restart the economy fresh and 

clean.  

Alex Lawn – Alex is a scientist that proposes that government and red tape 

be left out of science and that something called Citizen Science is furthered 

in scientific research. Whether Trump is for or against Citizen Science 

remains to be seen. It appears that he is wearied by Big Pharma as 



illustrated by the fact that he is pressing for less expensive medication costs, 

and Big Pharma is fighting against Trump, so Trump may be in favor in some 

ways toward Citizen Science. Like I mentioned earlier, Trump has made 

comments about new technologies coming forth that will revolutionize 

transportation, making a statement, “there is a day coming when the only 

thing that oil will be used for is a lubricant.” 

Howard Schmidt – It is interesting that Schmidt (deceased 2017) has no 

direct link to Donald Trump. He did work for the Obama Administration as 

someone who instituted a higher degree of cybersecurity at the Whitehouse 

and retired from the position in 2012 after serving in that position for 

upwards of four years. The only connection that he might have had with 

Trump is it may be possible that holding the position that he did for Obama, 

in cybersecurity, he may have been influential (and this is a long stretch) in 

advising Obama on how to destroy any evidence that would tie Hillary 

Clinton in with the debacle in Benghazi where her emails were concerned, 

thus tampering with evidence in an investigation, but let me reiterate, this is 

just speculation. 

It should also be noted that Schmidt operated a business with a man named 

Tom Ridge. If the name sounds familiar it is because Ridge was a 

congressman in days past: 



Thomas Joseph Ridge (born August 26, 1945) is an American politician 

and author who served as the Assistant to the President for Homeland 

Security from 2001 to 2003, and the first United States Secretary of 

Homeland Security from 2003 to 2005. Prior to this, Ridge was a 

member of the United States House of Representatives from 1983 to 

1995 and the 43rd Governor of Pennsylvania from 1995 to 2001. He is 

a member of the Republican Party. 

Ridge is what is commonly known as a “never Trumper,” basically a 

Republican that broke with party lines and vowed to never support Donald 

Trump. Both men were highly critical of each other. 

In July 2020, Ridge criticized President Trump for saying in June that 

vote-by-mail leads to widespread voter fraud, responding that it is not 

a threat and that voters need a safe way to cast a ballot in the 2020 

election, amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Ridge also said that it was 

"sad" that the President wants to quash the legitimacy of the election. 

In response to Ridge's comments, the RNC said lawsuits by Democrats 

to strip ballot safeguards are an attempt to delegitimize the election. 

Ridge is a co-chair of VoteSafe, a bi-partisan group that promotes safe 

voting by mail and in person. 

Also, in July 2020, Ridge slammed his former Department for sending 

in federal agents to detain rioters allegedly committing federal crimes 



in Portland, Oregon, after more than 50 days of protests and riots 

there. He also said, during an interview with radio host Michael 

Smerconish, that it would be a "cold day in hell" before he "would 

consent to an uninvited, unilateral intervention" in one of his cities in 

Pennsylvania. The White House cited federal law to support this use of 

federal law enforcement. Trump later slammed Ridge on Twitter, 

calling him "a failed RINO" and saying he "loved watching pathetic 

Never Trumpers squirm!". 

I find the fact that Ridge worked with Schmidt in business together and that 

Schmidt worked for Obama (as well as George W. Bush, another never-

Trumper) sort of interesting, so much so that I have to question the validity 

of both persons. Also, Ridge’s criticism of Trump sending Federal Police into 

Portland to put down an armed insurrection further confirms that he is a 

RINO (Republican In Name Only) and it is maybe possible that if Schmidt did 

interfere in the Clinton investigation, Ridge probably knew about it and may 

have participated in impeding the investigation in some manner. 

Stand By You – This is a phrase that Donald Trump has turned into a 

campaign promise, that he will stand by the common hard-working American 

to fight against the Deep State Swamp that wants to turn the nation over to 

international interests. 



A Wasp Nest – In January of 2020, a wannabe new source called “Nation of 

Change,” announced the following: “Trump smashes a hornet’s nest with a 

giant club, opens a door to a massive regional war.” It was obvious that the 

rag was taking Trump to task for killing one of Iran’s major terrorism 

planner generals, Qasem Soleamini, claiming that this action would cause a 

regional war and that all sort of hell would be coming upon the world 

because of this action. Their dire prophecies never played out. For those who 

will try to quash this by saying that hornets are not wasps’ you need to do 

some research because hornets are large wasps.  

Ix Xi MMXIX – These are Roman numerals that equate out to 09/11/2019. 

It was a day that Trump made a memorial speech about the tragic day back 

in 2001, but also a rousing proclamation that he would not back down when 

terrorists strike. What I found interesting is that reading many reports, there 

were the usual MSM reports of the speech where the fake newscasters were 

questioning and calling for fact-checkers, and the infamous CNN said that 

Trump was acting in a megalomaniac manner at the event. Like anyone with 

one active neuron listens to CNN anymore?  

Give it up for God – This is one of those times when you wish you can 

remember something that happened, and you know that it was said, but you 

can’t put it with what speech it was sat at. There was a speech where Trump 

was talking about God, and when the audience started to applaud, Trump 

said, “Give it up for God,” referring to the applause. 



Sun Diving Comet – On August 15, 2019, a comet known as a Kreutz 

sungrazer dove directly into our sun. From what my research has shown, 

this is not an uncommon thing. A Kreutz sungrazer is a comet that is 

thought to have broken off of a larger comet long ago and quite a few of 

them are known. On that day, Trump was in New Hampshire at a rally 

denouncing the call for gun control but calling for control of dangerous 

people who are roaming the streets. He also made comments about how his 

election stopped the economy from crashing (it has only gained since he was 

elected) and how if he isn’t reelected the bad policies of the democrats 

might cause a market crash. On the day that a comet dived into the sun, 

Trump warns of your 401-k diving if he isn’t reelected. His record on such 

predictions has been pretty accurate so far. 

The Great War – Whether you want to admit it or not, this country is 

involved in a Civil War, that has been a cold war so far, but is heating up. It 

is quite possible that before this next election a hot civil war could break out 

or perhaps just after the election, no matter who wins. 

Ninety-Three Days – On August 04 there were only 93 days to the national 

election. Trump holds a press conference where he admits what everyone 

knows, there are conflicting reports about COVID-19, the cause, the spread, 

the death toll, and what works in treating it. He calls some of the experts 

foolish and alludes that all of the confusion is causing himself and many 

Americans to wonder if the “experts,” know what they are talking about. 



 

NAME ETYMOLOGY 

As an interesting note, I have included a name etymology for Donald John 

Trump. I believe that to some degree, people live out their destiny by what 

they are named at birth and that names are, for the most part, no accident. 

Below is the result of what I found for Donald John Trump: 

Donald: 

surname, from 13c. Scottish Dofnald, Dufenald, probably from Gaelic 

Domhnall, Old Irish Domnall (pronounced "Dovnall"), from Proto-Celtic 

*Dubno-valos "world-mighty, ruler of the world," from *walos "ruler" 

(from PIE root *wal- "to be strong") + Old Irish domun "world," from PIE 

root *dheub- "deep, hollow," via sense development from "bottom" to 

"foundation" to "earth" to "world" 

John: 

masc. proper name, Middle English Jon, Jan (mid-12c.), from Old French 

Jan, Jean, Jehan (Modern French Jean), from Medieval Latin Johannes, an 

alteration of Late Latin Joannes, from Greek Ioannes, from Hebrew Yohanan 

(longer form y'hohanan), said to mean literally "Jehovah has favored" or 

"Jah is gracious," from hanan "he was gracious." 

Trump: 



Noun: "trumpet," c. 1300, from Old French trompe "long, tube-like musical 

wind instrument" (12c.), cognate with Provençal tromba, Italian tromba, all 

probably from a Germanic source (compare Old High German trumpa, Old 

Norse trumba "trumpet"), of imitative origin. 

Verb: "surpass, beat," 1580s, from trump (n.). Related: Trumped; 

trumping. 

When we put all of these meanings into a sentence, it should make the 

Leftists quake in their boots, because it appears that he was anointed to 

take them out: 

“The Mighty Ruler of The World, whom YHVH has favored through 

His grace, will sound a trumpet to surpass or beat (God’s Enemies).” 


